
ART MARTIN JOB DESCRIPTION 

Dyeing TECHNICIAN  
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Immediate supervisor : Industrial manager 
 
Missions : 
 
1. Formulation : 

- Performing spectro analysis of customer databases 
- Formulating of new colors (including colors solidity) 
- Updating the cutting base 
- Providing quotations and corrections of BIB LABO until getting customer acceptance. 

Informing his immediate supervisor of the second refusal 
 
2. Management of color files : 

- Creating of color files 
- Updating color files :  

o Traceability of production samples 
o Quotation number 
o Customer feedback on quotation 
o Color cards 
o Piano Formulation Cards 
o Machine proceeds 

- Reformulating colors of more than two years old 
- Managing files storage (Kardex and archiving) 

 
2. Shop floor Management : 

- Performing needs analysis, establishment and implementation of the planning; 
- Printing the outsourcing commands and ensuring the computer and physical outputs 

of the buckles to be dyed; 
- Performing shop floor quality control (conformity of colors and shades, by spectro). 

Performing the resultant further planning; 
- Preparing industrial quotations where appropriate; 
- Integrating customer feedback on industrial quotation. Performing the resultant further 

planning. Informing his immediate supervisor of the second refusal; 
- Monitoring compliance with process fundamentals: control of cycle acidity, water 

hardness, accuracy of weighings and dosages; 
- Ensuring the day-to-day management of dyeing operators; 
- Analyzing and managing inventory and procurement of consumable dyes (including 

supplier relationship and validation of invoices); 
- Managing the utilities of the dyeing shop floor; 
- Maintaining storage and cleanliness; 
- Managing the analysis of the maintenance needs and the realization of the 

maintenance operations of the equipments necessary for dyeing; 
- Ensuring all useful feedback with the AdV and the Industrial Manager. 

 
3. Continuous improvement : 

- Making all proposal useful to provide to enhance the process, the equipment and the 
organization; 

- Ensuring the management of the dyeing team (ensuring in particular versatility and 
guarantees the continuity of the service). 

- Providing tests, regulatory, technical and competitive surveillance related to dyeing 
skills. 

 
This list is not exhaustive. It can be evolved and enriched with the changing needs of the 
company, without undermining the contractual relationship with the employer. Updates will 
be made by the Iline manager and will be communicated to the employee in due course. 
 

Please send application to: meow@artmartinasia.com 
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